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Production in Inglourious Basterds and Pan’s Labyrinth 
 
In his piece discussing his son Eli Roth’s performance as the Bear Jew in the film Inglourious 
Basterds, Sheldon Roth writes that “emotional facts, or feelings, are a condensed, animal form 
of personal history.” It is this notion of emotional fact that inspired my discussion of the 
gleefully historically “inaccurate” Inglourious Basterds (2009) and the dreamily misleading 
Pan’s Labyrinth (2006). Much of the (at times contentious) discussion surrounding the release of 
Basterds raised questions regarding the (ir)responsibility of representing or misrepresenting an 
ostensibly “known” moment. Labyrinth similarly, though far less controversially, looks back to 
a moment that is both conspicuously “historical” while also existing “in absentia” in many ways 
in terms of full and accurate historical representation. 
 
I argue that the highly spectacularized and radically fictional repurposing of history in Basterds 
and the ethereal fantasy elision performed by Labyrinth work in very different ways to achieve 
the same goal of addressing/satisfying historical/cultural absence. Basterds activates a 
necessarily excessive and wishful/anarchic revision of a “known” historical moment to satisfy 
the vacuum created through the purposeful erasure of the Jewish experience and memory. 
Labyrinth revisits a historically incomplete moment and so thoroughly marries its dual realist 
and fairy tale narratives that it recreates historical absence and ambiguity.  Both films offer the 
viewer a glimpse of the possibility for historical work/production offered through aggressively 
fictionalized narrative cinema. Where psychoanalysis has used the language of absence to 
address personal trauma, these films make use of hyper visual historical inaccuracy to represent 
underrepresented, undocumented, and unquantifiable truths. These films perform 
historical/cultural production through their play with history, not in spite of it. They are 
necessarily inaccurate in service of the reimagined and un(der)represented experience. 


